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Uni  

Unit 

Topic 

II 2.1 Classification of states of a Markov Chain  

2.2 Recurrent and Transient states  

2.3 Criteria for classification of the states  

2.4 Random walk with absorbing and reflecting barriers 

2.5 Probability of absorption  

2.6 Duration of Random Walk 

2.7 Gambler’s ruin problem. 
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2.4 Random Walk with Absorbing and Reflecting Barriers 
 

Definition: 

An one dimensional random walk is defined as a Discrete Markov Chain 

{Xn} over the state space S = [0, 1,2,3,.....} consisting of integers and the index set 

T={0, 1,2, ....} consisting of integers, satisfying the property that the process at any 

time moves either to the next state or to the previous state or remains in the same 

state in a single transition.  ie., in a single step the process makes a shift to the 

nearest neighboring state or remains in the same state itself.       

Notations & Transition Matrix: 

Suppose a random process, at the time point ‘n’, is in the state ‘i’. ie., Xn=i, 

iϵS. Then in the next step, it moves either to ‘i+1’ or ‘i-1’ or remains in the same 

state ‘i’ itself.  Therefore, the transition probabilities are given by 

  Pij  = Pr[Xn+1 = j / Xn=i] 

       =  Pi,i+1    for j = i+1 

       =  Pi,i       for j = i 

       =  Pi,i+1    for j = i+1. 

For our convenience,     let pi = Pi, i+1  

             qi = Pi, i-1  

             ri = Pi, i        

                               where  p0 ≥ 0,  q0 ≥ 0  and  p0 +  q0 =1  

                                           pi > 0,  qi  > 0,  pi + qi  + ri  = 1     for  i = 1,2,3,.... 

 

The transition probability matrix of a random walk is of the form  
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When Player A with fortune k plays a game against an infinitely rich adversary:  

The fortune of a player engaged in a series of contests is often depicted by a 

random walk process.  Specifcally, suppose Player A with fortune k plays a game 

against an infinitely rich adversary and has the probability pk of winning one 

unit and with probability qk = 1- pk (k≥1) of losing one unit in each contest (the 

choice of the contest at each stae may depend on his fortune), and r0 =1.  

The process  {Xn} where Xn represents his fortune after n contests, is 

clearly a random walk. Once the state ‘0’ is reached (ie., the player A is wiped 

out), the process remains in that state. This process is commonly known as the 

Gambler’s Ruin.   

The random walk corresponding to pk = p , qk = 1- p = q for all (k≥1) and 

r0 = 1 with p> q describes the situation of identical contests with a definite 

advantage to the Player A in each indiidual trail.  

We know that with probability (q/p)x0 where x0 represents his fortune at 

time ‘0’, the player A is ultimately ruined (his entire fortune is lost), while with 

probability 1- (q/p)x0
 , his forune increases, in the long run, without the limit.  

If p < q, then the advantage is decided in favour of the adversary (oponent) and 

with certaininty (probability 1) the player A is untimately ruined if he persists in 

playing as long as he is able to. The certainity of ultimate ruin is true even if the 

indidvidual games are fair, ie., pk = qk = ½ .  

 

When BOTH the Players A & B play with limited fortunes:  

If the adversary , the player B, also starts with a limited fortune ‘y’ and the 

player A has an initial fortune ‘x’ (let x + y = a), then we may again consider the 

Markove Chain process {Xn} representing the players A’s forutne. The states of the 

process are now restricted to the values  0,1, 2,..... a.  At any trail, a – Xn is 

interprested as the player B’s fortune. 
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 If we allow possibility of neither player winning in a contest, the transition 

probability matrix takes the form   

 
 

Again pi (or qi),  i = 1, 2, 3, ..... a-1, denotes the probability of player A’s 

fortune increasing (or decreasing) by ‘1’ at the subsequent trail when his present 

fortune is ‘i’ and ri is the probability of a draw. In accordance with the Markov 

Chain given in the above transition matrtix, when the Player A’s fortune (the state 

of the process) reaches the state ‘0’ or ‘a’, it remains in the same state forever. 

Thus, the player A is ruined when the state of the process reaches ‘0’ and the 

player B is ruined when the state of the proces reaches ‘a’.  

Classification of Random Walk Processes:  

We classify the different proesses by the nature of the ‘0’ state. Consider 

the random walk process described by the TP matrix  

 
 

Random Walk Processes with Reflecting Barrier: 

If p0 = 1 and therefore, r0 = 0, we have a situation where the ‘0’ state acts 

like a reflecting barrier. Whenever the process reaches the state ‘0’,  in the next 

transition, automatically it returns to the state ‘1’. This corresponds to the 

physical process where an elastic wall exists at the state ‘0’ and the process 

bounces off with no after-effects.  
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Random Walk Processes with Absorbing Barrier: 

If p0 = 0 and r0 = 1, then the state ‘0’ acts as an absorbing barrier. Once 

the process reaches the state ‘0’,  it remains there forever.  

Random Walk with Reflecting, Absorbing, Or Partially Reflecting Barriers: 

If p0 > 0 and r0 > 0, then the state ‘0’, particullarly, is a reflecting barrier. 

When the random walk is restricted to a finite number of states ‘S’ say 0, 1, 2, ......, 

a, then both the states ‘0’ and ‘a’ independently and in any combination may be 

reflecting, absorbing, or partially reflecting barriers.  

Random Walk Processes with two Absorbing Barriers:  Suppose a Gamblers Ruin 

is with two adversaries with finite resources, then its random walk is confined to 

the state space S where ‘0’ and ‘a’ are absorbing states.   

Gambler’s Ruin Problem 

  Gambler’s Ruin Problem is an example for the Random Walk with two 

absorbing states 0 & k.   The transition probability matrix of the Random Walk 

can be writen as   
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Using the formula   aik  = pik + ∑  pij𝑗ϵT ajk we get the absorption 

probability from a transient state ‘i’ to the absorbing state  ‘0’ as   

 
  

For 1≤ i ≤ k-1, the above difference equation admits the solution: 

 
          #### The End #### 


